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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a novel pyrogenic pulser was designed both analytically and numerically and evaluated with empirical tests. The motivation of this study was the need for active control of the aero acoustic pressure oscillations by injecting the secondary flow into the solid rocket motor. First, in brief, pyrotechnic and pyrogenic pulsers have been introduced, and then analytical governing equations have been presented in three transient, sinusoidal and Hercules methods. In order to understand the internal pressure of the pulsar and its plume length, the injection flow field has been evaluated using the ANSYS-Fluent software with both \( k-\omega \) SST and \( k-\varepsilon \) Realizable models both at ambient and motor pressure. After that, the design and manufacturing of the pulser hardware and the test process have been described. Finally, analytical, numerical and experimental results have been discussed. The results show that there is a good correlation between the transient analysis in theory and the numerical solution by the \( k-\omega \) SST model and the empirical test data. In addition, pyrogenic pulsers design depends on various parameters of motor and pulse charge performance prediction. The quality of pulser charge bonding to its insulator and erosion of its throat path due to injection have an important role to obtain a desirable pulser mass flow rate and plume length.
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NOMENCLATURE

- \( \alpha \) pressure coefficient
- \( a_{ch} \) speed of sound
- \( A_{bi} \) pulser burning surface
- \( C_p \) mean constant volume specific heat
- \( D_c \) diameters of the motor chamber
- \( D_t \) diameter of pulser throat
- \( F_n \) volumetric and surface forces
- \( F_{cn} \) Control forces
- \( h_c \) pulser volume control source
- \( k_n \) wave number
- \( L_p \) pulser plume length
- \( n \) pressure exponent
- \( p' \) pressure oscillation
- \( P_p \) pressure of pulser throat
- \( \bar{P} \) mean chamber pressure
- \( R \) spatial distribution function
- \( r \) burning rate
- \( T \) temperature
- \( \delta P \) pressure difference in motor
- \( \eta \) mean gas constant
- \( \eta_n(t) \) time-independent amplitude of the \( n^{th} \) acoustic mode
- \( \Delta H_c \) heat of combustion
- \( \phi_n(x) \) mode shape of the \( n^{th} \) acoustic mode
- \( \omega_n \) frequency
- \( \rho \) density
- \( \dot{m}_{inj} \) Secondary injection mass flow rate
- \( \epsilon \) fraction of pulser mass flow to motor mass flow
- \( \dot{m}_{bi} \) mass flow rate outflows of pulser burning surface
- \( \gamma \) specific heat ratio
- \( \dot{m}_{ci} \) accumulation mass flow rate of pulser
- \( \beta \) constant of proportionality

Abbreviations
- SST Shear Stress Transport
- ECP Equivalent Chamber Pressure

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last seventy years, active control of aero acoustic pressure oscillations has been a serious challenge of designers in segmented large solid rocket motors (Zhang et al., 2012), (Ferretti et al., 2011). Literatures have referred to two methods for active control of pressure oscillations include of...
acoustic excitation using a loudspeaker and secondary injection of a pulsating fluid (Poinset et al., 1989). The loudspeaker method is suitable only to instabilities with relatively small amplitudes and therefore not be useful for suppression of pressure oscillations in solid rocket motors (BILLLOUD, et al., 1992). It seems that secondary injection of a pulsating fluid is the best method for active control of aero acoustic pressure oscillations in solid rocket motors (Petersen & Murdock, 1999).

Although secondary injection of both liquid and gaseous propellants has been used by other researchers (Bhattacharjee, 2013), but no injection of solid propellant has been used. Figure 1 indicates a scheme of motor chamber and a feedback controller with secondary fuel injection (Fung & Yang, 1992). The secondary fluid should be injected with a pulser at a sufficient mass flow rate to influence the motor pressure oscillation (Dehghani, 2014).

The pulsers can be divided into pyrotechnic and pyrogenic types, as shown in Fig. 2 (Baum & Levine, 1984). In pyrotechnic pulsers, shown in Fig. 2 (a), a charge of granular pyrotechnic propellant utilizing black or red gunpowder is ignited by an initiator and pulser pressure overpressures a diaphragm. Pulser gases vent into the motor chamber, creating a blowing gas flow (Golafshani & Loh, 1989). Figure 2 (b) indicates a pyrogenic pulser called "PPspyroi-1" has been used for a liquid rocket motor. The initiator of this pulser is positioned behind the end of the propellant grain and its output ignites the output end of this grain without igniting the internal surface of the grain or thermally damaging the grain structure (Hsiao & Saltus, 2006).

The concentration of this paper is on design and evaluation of pyrogenic pulser due to its efficient and reliable energy release and sustained combustion within the required time limit (Luke et al., 1996), which provides the necessary mass flow rate to active control of aero acoustic pressure oscillations in motor. In fact, in the pyrotechnic pulsers, the explosion of a pyrotechnic fuel occurs, and therefore the discharge outlet from the pulser is released in a fraction of milliseconds, which is not suitable for blowing and controlling motor pressure fluctuations, but in pyrogenic pulsers, with more time, it can be used in active control by secondary injection. To determine the oscillatory flow field performance, pressure oscillation $p'(z, t)$ is defined as superposition of all harmonic with amplitude variables for each mode (Kreyszig et al., 2011):

$$p'(z, t) = \overline{P} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \eta_n(t) \psi_n(z)$$

(1)

where $\overline{P}$, $\eta_n(t)$ and $\psi_n(z)$ are mean chamber pressure, time-independent amplitude and mode shape of the $n^{th}$ acoustic mode, respectively. For closed chambers at both ends and purely longitudinal modes, $\psi_n(z)$ is (Blaett, 2011):

$$\psi_n(z) = \cos(k_n z)$$

(2)

and the value of $\eta_n(t)$ is calculated from the solution of second order differential equation as below (Bhattacharjee, 2013):

$$\ddot{\eta}_n + \omega_n^2 \eta_n = F_n + F_{cn}$$

(3)

$k_n$, $\omega_n$, $F_n$ and $F_{cn}$ are wave number, frequency, volumetric and surface forces, exist in nature of motor burning control inputs, respectively. Secondary injection mass flow rate, $\dot{m}_{inj}$, displays itself in $F_{cn}$, can be wrote as (Culick & Kuentzmann, 2006):

$$F_{cn} = -\frac{a}{Pr_a^2} \left\{ \int \rho_0 \psi_n dV + \int f_e \psi_n dS \right\}$$

(4)

When no surface control exists ($f_e = 0$), active control of aero acoustic pressure oscillation is done only with pulser volume control source $h_c$. 

---

demonstrating the effect of secondary injection mass flow rate (Yang et al., 1992):

\[
h_c'(z,t) = \frac{\rho \Delta H_c}{a^2 \rho_c^2} \left( \dot{m}_{inj}(t-\tau) R \left[ z(\tau) t - \tau \right] \right)
\]  (5)

where \( R, C_v, \Delta H_c, \dot{m}_{inj}(t) \) and \( R[z(\tau), t] \) are the mean gas constant, the mean constant volume specific heat, the heat of combustion, the mass injection rate of the control fuel and the spatial distribution function characterizing the fraction of the fuel element burned at position \( z \) with a time delay \( \tau \), respectively. Therefore, determination of volume control source, \( h_c \), needs to obtain of secondary injection mass flow rate, \( \dot{m}_{inj} \), by a pulser.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Performance analysis of the pulser is based on the solution of the continuity equation (Chen et al., 2017). Since the pressure ratio across the throat is very high, it can be assumed to be choked. The pyrogenic pulser pressure should be substantially higher than the motor pressure, one would expect the pulser exhaust to be sonically choked and thereby the pulser pressure to decay exponentially (ADAMS, 1967). As shown in Fig. 3, mass flow rate \( \dot{m}_{bi} \) outflows of pyrogenic pulser burning surface and with a few accumulation \( \dot{m}_{ci} \), injects to motor chamber with \( \dot{m}_{inj} \).

\[ \begin{align*}
\dot{m}_{bi} & = \dot{m}_{ci} + \dot{m}_{inj} \quad (6) \\
\dot{m}_{bi} & = \rho_{bi} \dot{\rho}_{bi} t_{ci} = \rho_{bi} A_{bi} a_{bi} P_{ci} \dot{h}_i \\
\dot{m}_{inj} & = A_\mu \left( P_{ci} - P_e \right) \frac{\dot{c}_i}{c_i} 
\end{align*} \]  (7)

Finding the rate of \( \dot{m}_{inj} \), it needs to differentiate density equation. In this case, variations of pressure are not negligible, due to it is also varying, but it can be safely neglected from variations of temperature and molecular mass (Humble et al., 1995). The derivation of density relation gives:

\[
\dot{m}_{ci} = \rho_{bi} V_{fi} \Rightarrow \dot{dm}_{ci} = d\left( \rho_{bi} V_{fi} \right) = \rho_{bi} \dot{d}V_{fi} + V_{fi} \dot{d}\rho_{bi}
\]  (9)

where charge density \( \rho_{bi} \) and empty space volume of pulser \( V_{fi} \) are functions of time. On the other hand, empty space volume of pulser \( V_{fi} \) is equal to total space volume of pulser \( V_{fi} \) subtracting volume of pulser propellant \( V_{pi} \). So time gradient of empty space volume of pulser will be equal to (Orieux et al., 2002):

\[
\frac{dV_{fi}}{dt} = \frac{dV_{pi}}{dt} - \frac{dV_{ci}}{dt} = -\frac{dV_{pi}}{dt} = -\frac{\rho_{pi} A_{pi}}{2\rho_{pi} T_{gi}} \frac{dP_{ci}}{dt} = -A_{bi} \frac{\dot{c}_i}{c_i} = A_{bi} a_{bi} P_{ci} \dot{n}_{ii}
\]  (10)

where \( L_{pi} \) is length of pulser propellant. Finally governing equation for transient state of pulser chamber can be obtained as:

\[
\rho_{pi} A_{pi} a_{pi} P_{ci} ^{n_i} = \frac{A_{bi}}{2\rho_{bi} T_{gi}} \dot{c}_i + \frac{V_{fi}}{2\rho_{pi} T_{gi}} \frac{dP_{ci}}{dt} + \frac{A_{ti}}{c_i} \left( P_{ci} - P_e \right)
\]  (11)

and after simplification:

\[
\frac{dP_{ci}}{dt} = c_1 P_{ci} ^{n_i} + c_2 P_{ci} ^{n_i} + c_3 \left( P_{ci} - P_e \right)
\]  (12)

where \( c_1 = -\frac{A_{bi}}{\dot{V}_{fi}}, \ c_2 = \frac{\rho_{pi} A_{pi} a_{pi} T_{gi}}{\dot{V}_{fi}} \) and \( c_3 = \frac{2\rho_{pi} T_{gi}}{\rho_{bi} T_{gi}} \dot{c}_i \). Using the same method, the continuity equation in the motor can be wrote as:

\[
\dot{m}_{bi} + \dot{m}_{inj} = \dot{m}_e + \dot{m}_n
\]  (13)

and so the final equation for motor pressure variations can be obtained:

\[
\frac{dP_e}{dt} = c_4 P_e ^{n_e} + c_5 P_e ^{n_e} + c_6 P_e + c_7 \left( P_{ci} - P_e \right)
\]  (14)

where \( c_4 = -\frac{A_{ti}}{\dot{V}_{fi}}, \ c_5 = \frac{\rho_{pi} A_{pi} a_{pi} T_{gi}}{\dot{V}_{fi}}, \ c_6 = \frac{2\rho_{pi} T_{gi}}{c_i \dot{c}_i} \) and \( c_7 = \frac{-\rho_{pi} T_{gi}}{c_i \dot{c}_i} \). Equations (12) and (14) are nonlinear ordinary differential equations that can be solved by numerical analysis using fourth-order Runge-Kutta method that yields smaller error terms (Polyanin & Manzhurov, 2007).

2.2. Sinusoidal Injection

The secondary injection can be assumed to be sinusoidal. For this purpose, the secondary mass flow

\[
m_{inj} = A_\mu \left( P_{ci} - P_e \right) \frac{\dot{c}_i}{c_i}
\]  (8)
where \( \varepsilon \) is \( \dot{m}_{inj}/\dot{m}_b \), and \( \omega \) is the injector frequency. After substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (13) and integrating, the solution for motor pressure is given by:

\[
\frac{P_c(t)}{P_0} = \left(1 + \frac{\varepsilon}{2}\right)^2 + \frac{\varepsilon B (B \sin \alpha - \omega \cos \alpha)}{B^2 + \omega^2} \left(1 - \frac{\omega}{B} \right) + \frac{\varepsilon B}{B^2 + \omega^2} \exp \left(-\frac{2Bt}{\omega^2}\right)
\]

(16)

where \( B \) is a constant depends on the total volume of the chamber, \( V \), and the throat area, \( A_t \), as follows:

\[
B = \frac{A_t}{V_f} \sqrt{\frac{3}{2}} \left(\frac{2}{\gamma + 1}\right)^{\gamma/2 - 1}
\]

(17)

Differentiating the second term in Eq. (16) and setting it equal to zero, the maximum pressure perturbation due to secondary injection will be obtained:

\[
\frac{P_c(t)}{P_0} = \frac{\varepsilon B}{B^2 + \omega^2} \left[\sin^{-1} \left(\frac{-B}{\omega}\right) - \omega \cos^{-1} \left(\frac{-B}{\omega}\right)\right]
\]

(18)

### 2.3. Hercules- Aerojet Analysis

Hercules and Aerojet companies have analyzed pyrotechnic pulser systems. In Hercules analysis, the pulser chamber immediately aft of the rupture diaphragm/orifice assembly is treated as a classical shock tube, which forms at the orifice plate, travels through the motor mounting adapter (Fig. 4), and expands in a quasi-spherical manner into the test chamber (Blomshield et al., 1997). In Fig. 4, \( D_p \) and \( P_c \) are the diameter and pressure of pulser throat, respectively and \( \Delta P \) is pressure difference in motor due to pulsation. The relationship between the throat pressure \( P_c \), and internal pressure of the pulser, \( P_{ci} \), is defined by pressure relation in isentropic flow with choked throat as (Olaoye & Abdulhafeez, 2012):

\[
P_c = \left(\frac{\gamma + 1}{2}\right)^{\gamma/2 - 1} P_{ci}
\]

(19)

Based on Hercules analysis, pressure difference \( \Delta P \) is defined as (Blomshield et al., 1997):

\[
\Delta P = P_c - P_{ci} \sqrt{1 + 1.75 \left(\frac{D_c}{D_p}\right)^2}
\]

(20)

where \( D_c \) and \( D_p \) are the diameters of the motor chamber and connecting tube.

In pulser design, it should be attended that pulser and motor pressures influence on each other. Pulser pressure should be greater than motor pressure to outflow pulsation products to motor. Also, because of active control requirements, pulser pressure should be responder to pulser mass flow rate \( \dot{m}_{inj} \) and plume length \( L_p \).

### 2.4. Results of Governing Equations Solution

Table 1 demonstrates input values of transient analysis of Pulser and motor Internal Ballistic. In this study, active control design needs to have a minimum pulser plume length of \( L_p = 570 \text{ mm} \) in motor. To this end, pulser plume in ambient should be a minimum length of \( L_p = 160 \text{ mm} \). In real, measurement of pulser plume length in motor is impossible and so authors decided to test and record pulser injection in ambient and then compare the plume length pictures with ambient length of pulser plume calculation, both in analysis and Ansys-Fluent. It seems that, if pulser length from ambient test is accordance with theoretical calculations, then it is acceptable that pulser length in motor will be the same of theory.

Figures 5 to Fig. 7 represent pulser and motor performance prediction in various injection analysis types during motor action times 0-1 and 1.5-2.5 s. This time division has been decided due to motor pressure variations versus time.
Table 1 Input Values of Transient Analysis of Pulser and Motor Internal Ballistic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Pulser Value</th>
<th>Motor Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure Coefficient</td>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>m/s</td>
<td>7.04</td>
<td>1.601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure Exponent</td>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>(T)</td>
<td>°K</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>3200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Constant</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>J/kg °K</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic Velocity</td>
<td>(c^*)</td>
<td>m/s</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>1550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propellant Density</td>
<td>(\rho)</td>
<td>kg/m(^3)</td>
<td>1758</td>
<td>1758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Pressure</td>
<td>(P_o)</td>
<td>bar</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throat Dia.</td>
<td>(d_t)</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Burning Surface</td>
<td>(A_{b0})</td>
<td>mm(^2)</td>
<td>415.476</td>
<td>287544.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty Distance</td>
<td>(L_e)</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Empty Volume</td>
<td>(V_i)</td>
<td>mm(^3)</td>
<td>1661.9</td>
<td>2483902.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>(h)</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plume Length in Ambient</td>
<td>(L_p)</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>570</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 demonstrates that when pulser injects in ambient, its pressure is about 30 bar, but when injecting in motor with pressure about 40 bar, its pressure is higher than 40 bar and differs between 50 to 60 bar for transient analysis and 40 to 60 bar for sinusoidal injection type. On the other hand, transient pressure trace of pulser is the same as motor with a positive shift, but sinusoidal pressure trace differs.

![Fig. 5. Pulser Pressure Prediction.](image)

Figure 6 demonstrates that transient pulsing produces maximum gage pressure difference in motor relative to other methods. Figure 7 demonstrates that when pulser injects in ambient, its mass flow rate is about 0.015 Kg/s, but when injecting in motor, its mass flow differs between 0.015 to 0.03 Kg/s and its average is for transient analysis with the value of 0.02 Kg/s.

![Fig. 6. Motor Pressure Shift Prediction due to Pulser Injection.](image)

3. Numerical Solution of Pulser Flow Field

To help understand the behavior of pulsation fluid, 2D flow has been solved using the computational fluid dynamics software “ANSYS-FLUENT”, due to its good capability and user friendliness (Kostić et al., 2015). Two turbulent models, the \(k-\epsilon\) realizable and the shear stress transport \(k-\omega\) SST, were used in this work to examine which one predicts the flow more closely to the measured values (Zhao et al., 20181). Solver was taken as density based and
formulation as implicit, space as 2D and time as steady (Dehghani, 2014). Solution initialization was done at first with Hybrid method and then Full-Multi-Grid (FGM) was used (Satyanarayana et al., 2013). For CFD analysis of the present work, combustion was not considered (Anthoine et al., 2000). The flow was assumed to be incompressible, hot, 2D axisymmetric, viscous flow, ideal gas and uniform injection of fluid normal to boundary (Roach et al., 1992). Under-Relaxation Factors include of turbulence kinetic energy, dissipation rate, viscosity and Courant number, were set as 0.8, 0.8, 1 and 10, respectively. Discretization Equation includes of gradient, flow, turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation rate, were selected as least square cell based and second order up wind, respectively. The properties of gas include of specific heat, thermal conductivity, viscosity and molecular weight were taken as 1901 J/Kg.°K, 0.034 W/m.°K, 9×10⁻⁵ Kg/m.s and 28.23 Kg/Kmol, respectively.

Boundary condition has been taken as mass flow inlet equal to 0.014 Kg/s from pulser burning surface, temperature as 3200 °K in pulser, initial gauge pressure as 0.82 bar and ambient temperature as 3200 °K.

3.1. Pulser Injection in Ambient

Figure 8 represents the segmentation of pulsation flow field and mesh with 64000 quadrilateral grids. Meshing field is divided to three sections 1, 2 and 3 that are from pulser burning surface to the end of pulser throat, from pulser exhaust to end of conical part and developed region of plume, respectively. Note that origin of coordinate system is on pulser exhaust. Evaluation of grid resolution was done to obtain acceptable results in CFD including of 21000, 41000 and 64000 grids. As shown in Fig. 9, difference of Mach number results between 21000 and 41000 grids is obvious with the maximum error of 93%, but when grid became finer to 64000 grids, this difference, nearly, eliminated with the maximum error of 8.9%. Similar behavior was observed in other results like pressure and velocity. As shown, y⁺ values from pulser throat beginning to pulser exhaust are in the range of 40 to 60. Because of using turbulent models $k-\varepsilon$ Realizable and $k-\omega$ SST, there is no need to very small meshing ($y^+<4$) near the pulser throat wall due to using of Wall Function for velocity gradient calculation (Dehghani, 2014).
Fig. 11. Mach Contour of Pulsation in Ambient.

Fig. 12. Temperature Contour of Pulsation in Ambient.
Figure 14 CFD Mach Number Results on Pulser and Motor Axis due to Pulsation in Ambient.

As shown in Fig. 15, pressure decreases from about 37 bar on pulser burning surface to about 21 bar in pulser throat inlet and then to 15 bar in pulser exhaust. It is interesting that similar to Mach number, static pressure in pulser plume decreases to 0.836 bar in x= 0.214 m and finally become constant. Really, it seems that effective plume length is up to x=0.214 m and thereafter ebbed.

3.2. Pulser Injection in Motor

The solid rocket motor used in this research, is 1:30 sub scale of shuttle boosters whereas geometrically, kinematically and dynamically are similar together (Doisneau et al., 2012), using Buckingham’s theorem (Richard et al., 2012). Figure 16 shows 3D...
modeling and manufactured scheme for subscale motor with outside diameter 122 mm, length 1270 mm and throat diameter 45 mm. The case is made of 4130 steel with welded flanges and connection of segments is M6x30 bolts. For simplicity of manufacturing and time frugality, throat has been made of Ta-Cu material.

Shape of the thermal inhibitor between segments of propellant can be taken either rigid (Vuillot, 1995) or flexible (Richard et al., 2012). In this project, it is assumed rigid with considering ablation in definite modeling time. Estimated values of the wall $Y^+$ value for this grid shows it to be less than 30 along the entire wall, indicating good resolution of the boundary layer (Abdul Raheem & Babu, 2004). To simulate pulsation flow in motor, exhaust flow from pulser and motor burning surfaces has been solved in steady state with pulser mass flow rate of 0.021 Kg/s. Figure 17 represents the temperature and velocity contours due to pulsation in motor. As shown, there is not a distinct boundary between them due to pulser and motor flows combination. Although the flow core length, in Fig. 17(b), is to $x=142-285$ mm, but it seems that the effects of pulser injection on motor internal flow reaches to position $x=570$ mm.

Figs. 18 to 20 represent comparison between motor velocity contour, Mach number and static absolute pressure with and without pulsation through motor axis, respectively. As shown in Fig. 18, pulser injection changes the standing velocity contours in motor to conical at least to $x=0.57$.

According to Fig. 19, Mach number starts with zero value on pulser burning surface and increases to one in pulser throat. Also Mach number with pulsation is a few higher than without pulsation and this difference becomes lower through motor axis and zero in position $x=0.85$ m.

Figure 20 shows that pressure value on pulser burning surface is about 62 bar and decreases to 44 bar in pulser throat. Detailed view, also, shows that pressure trace has a similar behavior of Mach number.

Figure 21 compares static pressure results of CFD between pulsation in motor and ambient. As shown, pressure difference in pulser chamber is about 25 bar with a similar behavior. After outflowing from pulser exhaust, although pressure trace of pulsation in motor follows the motor pressure, but in ambient, plume pressure decreases to ambient pressure about 0.82 bar.

4. Pulser Test

As obtained from the analytical calculations, to achieve the requirement of one second injection with a mass flow rate of 0.015 Kg/s at 40 bar and 0.02 Kg/s at 60 bar for pulsation in ambient and motor, respectively, pulser charges were made from pyrogenic solid propellant with the burning rate of 30 mm/s at mean pressure of 90 bar, obtained from strand burner, diameter of 23 mm and length of 30 mm. Necessity of end burning design leads to produce pulser propellant in PTFE tubes, as shown in Fig. 22(a), to protects charge from side burning. After producing pyrogenic charge, it is placed in a steel case with a thread connection, as shown in Fig. 22(b).

All charged pulser and motor igniter installed on a steel connector, shown in Fig. 23(a). The reason for such a design was the limitation in the dimensions of the motor and the need for installing the pulser and igniter on the motor head end. The initiator used for any of the pulser and the igniter, is a simple glow plug with two high-resistance bridge wires buried in the initiator charge (Humble et al., 1995), installed in a minimum distance to burning surfaces of pulser and igniter, shown in Fig. 23(b). When initiator fires, combustion products outflow of pulsar path, stroke a closure and discharge to ambient or motor. The closure bonded to connector case with RTV and its role is to protect pulser pyrogenic charge from motor flame and undesirable ignition.

4.1. Pulser Injection Test in Ambient

In the first test, one pyrogenic pulser fired in ambient with delay time of 51 ms. Figure 24 and Fig. 25 represent temporal pictures of pulsation plume that has been taken with a high speed camera and the pulser chamber pressure-time curve, respectively. As shown, pulser burning has a good behavior until t=225 ms with a desired pressure of 30-35 bar. But thereafter, the pressure increases suddenly up to 157 bar and then decreases.

For evaluation of pulsar plume behavior and its pressure variations, the second test fired in an equivalent chamber. As shown in Fig. 26, equivalent chamber is an opened end tube with the length and diameter of free volume of motor grain which pulser connector installed on its head end and four Celltec pressure transducers installed on external side of tube.

Figure 27 to Fig. 29 represent temporal pictures of pulsation plume, pulser chamber pressure and ECP, respectively. As shown in Fig. 27, pulsar outflow of equivalent chamber is nearly normal until t=637 ms and thereafter, clearly, enlarged in t=645 ms.
Figure 28 shows that second test has a stable burning time to $t=645$ ms which is more than the first test. However, thereafter, the pressure increases suddenly up to 400 bar and then decreases. Data acquisition from pressure transducers on tube has shown in Fig. 29. Note that these are gage pressures relative to ambient pressure of 0.82 bar.

As shown in Fig. 29(a), plume pressure level in P1 is closer to prediction and higher than other positions. On the other hand, pressure level in P2 and P3 is nearly similar but in P4 is lower than others. These differences have been shown in detailed view of Fig. 29(b). Sinusoidal behavior of pulme pressures is due to reciprocating waves in the Equivalent Chamber tube.
Fig. 19. Static Pressure Comparison on Motor Axis with and without Pulsation.

Fig. 20. Static Pressure Comparison on Motor Axis with and without Pulsation.

Fig. 21. Static Pressure Comparison between pulsation in motor and ambient.

4.2. Pulser Injection Test in Motor

As shown in Fig. 23 (a), two pulsers were chosen to pulsate in motor. Figure 30 represents simultaneous demonstration of pressure data acquisition from motor and two pulsers where fired at t=0.25 s and t=1.7 s, respectively. Using bisector rule (Sutton & Biblarz, 2010), burning rate of the first pulser is obtained as \( t_b = 1.22 \) s and the second as \( t_b = 1.27 \) s. Clearly, pulser pressure pattern due to pulsation in motor is similar to motor pressure curve with a positive shift, as referred in analytical calculation and since pulsation is finished, internal pressure of each pulser is matched with motor pressure. Pressure difference between two pulsers and motor pressure, as shown in Fig. 31, is about 8.9-12.7 and 6.2-8 bar with average of 10.8 and 7.1 bar, respectively.

5. DISCUSSION

In Eq. (13), it is clear that the discharge from the pulser is directly related to the motor burning discharge, the accumulation flow, and the discharge of the motor. On the other hand, the pulser and the motor mass flow are dependent on the internal pressure of each one, and therefore, mass flow will definitely affect the motor's pressure. This description was added to the article text.

As shown in Table 2, a variation of pulser behavior was observed due to initiator performance, pulser charge burning sensitivity, delay time, sudden enhancement of pulser burning surface and throat diameter, and differences between pressure coefficients \( a \) and \( n \), obtained from strand burner laboratory test and real static test.
Fig. 24. Temporal Pictures of pulsation in ambient in millisecond.

Fig. 25. Pulser Pressure due to Pulsation in Ambient.

Fig. 26. Equivalent Test Chamber for Identification of Pulser Plume in Ambient.
Fig. 27. Temporal Pictures of pulsation in Equivalent Test Chamber in millisecond

Fig. 28. Pulser Pressure due to Pulsation in Equivalent Chamber.

Fig. 29. ECP due to Pulser Plume; a) Overall b) Detailed Time.

was tested in a separate position. Figure 33 represents non-dimensional comparison of pulser pressure in ambient, equivalent chamber and motor. As shown, the burning time of the pulsation in the motor have been improved to 1.22 s and 1.27 s, close to the time prediction of one second, and their curves behavior are nearly similar with no sudden enhancement.

Figure 32 represents pressure comparison of pulser test in ambient and equivalent chamber with transient analysis prediction. As shown, pressure level of pulsation in equivalent chamber is lower than pulsation in ambient and action time is vice versa. The reason is that in the first, throat diameter was 3 mm, as designed and manufactured, but in the second, throat enhanced to about 3.5 mm due to effects of the first test hot combustion products. Note that connector has been made of st-37 material. Also, decrement of the pulser test action time in ambient is due to sooner occurrence of sudden enhancement of burning surface relative to pulser test in equivalent chamber. Note that sudden enhancement of burning surface is due to faulty bonding of pulser propellant to its insulator tube. On the other hand, despite of pulser pressure prediction as neutral curve, test curves have progressive behavior due to cigarette burning nature (Sutton & Biblarz, 2010).

Solving sudden enhancement of pulser burning surface problem, adhesion processing of pulser charge to PTFE tube was revised. In addition, to avoid the problem of throat diameter, each pulser delay time was reduced. Table 2 Pulser Identification Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulser</th>
<th>Delay Time (ms)</th>
<th>Action Time (s)</th>
<th>Pressure (bar)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fired in ambient</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>20-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fired in equivalent chamber</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.726</td>
<td>30-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fired in motor; first</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>50-65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fired in motor; second</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>34-45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 34. Comparison of Motor and Pulser Pressure Test Data with Prediction.
As shown in Fig. 31, difference between pressures levels of two pulsers is due to motor time that pulser fires. In the first and second pulser, motor pressure varies between 40-55 bar and 30-37 bar, respectively. Figure 34 represents comparison of motor and two pulsers pressure test data with analytical prediction. As shown, pulsers pressure pattern in nearly according to performance prediction with the maximum and mean error of 16% and 4%, respectively.

Despite of using transient solution of pulser plume is better and more accurate, steady state method was used due to author’s limitation on calculation space and also this is a desirable approach used in some references. As noted later, pulser plume in ambient should have a minimum length of \( L_p = 168 \) mm due to active control design with mass flow rate of 0.015 Kg/s.

Figure 35 represents comparison of pulser plume calculation of CFD results with \( k-\omega \) SST model and test plume. As shown, Mach and thereafter velocity plume length in nearly close to test plume luminous core with the error of 6.7% and 13.8%. Note that CFD has solved the pulser flow field in steady state whereas test is in transient state.

6. CONCLUSION

The innovation of this research is access to a pulser with pyrogenic charge for secondary injection in a solid rocket motor. The pulsers should be designed in such a way that, in addition to providing the required flow rate for the controller, they have a suitable flame length. Design, manufacture and test of a typical pyrogenic pulser was presented and discussed. Continuity, analytical equations for transient state with viewpoint of coupling between motor and pulser chambers was wrote and solved using numerical method of fourth-order Runge-Kutta and compared with two analytical methods, resulting a good agreement. The analytic relationships governing the design of the pulser provided a suitable method for predicting the flow and length of the pulser flame. Steady state solution of pulser flow field using \( k-\omega \) SST, especially in Mach contours, showed an acceptable point of view comparing with captured test plume. Comparison between analytical, CFD and test results showed that pulser pressure due to mass flow rate requirement of active control design can be estimated with a nearly good approximation. It should be considered that pyrogenic pulsers design depends on various parameters of motor and pulser charge performance prediction. The quality of pulser charge bonding to its insulator and erosion of pulser throat path due to injection play an important role to have a desirable pulser mass flow rate and plume length. The behavior of the pulser flame in the open air and the equivalent chamber and its comparison with the flame length of the flow solving was one of the interesting aspects of this project.
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